The student will choose an agency that works towards justice in one of the areas we have discussed this semester. Identify and provide an overview of an agency and the main purpose of the organization to include how this organization works towards justice. Discuss recent successes to include any success stories which support the agency. If you identified any issues then discuss those concerns and elaborate on how/what did the agency do to correct any issues and/or deficiencies that made the agency work towards justice. The paper will be a minimum of 3 pages, double space. It must also include a title page and a reference page which must contain three (3) sources of information. On December 1 & 3, be prepared to verbally present and defend your paper with questions from your class colleagues. Failure to submit the draft and /or final paper on time will be subject to a downgrade of one (1) letter grade on the paper.

Please familiarize yourself with the honor code and PLAGIARISM guidelines of the college.